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INTRODUCTION
Potato sales account for over one-quarter of the market value
of all agricultural products sold in Maine (U.S. Department of
Commerce 1989). In Aroostook County, where over 90% of Maine's
potatoes are produced, potato sales constitute 85% of the market
value of all agricultural products (U.S. Department of Commerce
1989). However, there has been an 83% reduction in the number of
Aroostook County farms producing potatoes as the principal commercial crop since 1950 (U .S. Department of Commerce 1952, 1989).
Furthermore, the acreage planted to potatoes and the quantity of
potatoes produced in Aroostook County have declined by more than
40% since 1949 (U.S. Department of Commerce 1952, 1989).
The quality of potatoes in Aroostook County, as measured by
the percentage of harvested potatoes that are U.S. #1, is one aspect
of production that has experienced only a relatively small decline.
In the 1950s, three-quarters of all potatoes harvested in Aroostook
County were U.S. #1 (Schrumpf 1958). By comparison, 70% of
potatoes harvested in the early 1980s were U.S. #1 (Hepler et al.
1983, 1984, 1985).
In conjunction with the declines in potato quantity and quality, the real cost (nominal cost adjusted by the Index of Prices Paid
by Farmers or by the Producer Price Index) of the major factors of
potato production have increased substantially during the past four
decades. For example, the real cost of petroleum products (fuel and
oil), which constitute 5% of potato production costs, has nearly
quadrupled since 1965 (USDA 1989). Meanwhile, the real price that
farmers paid for fertilizer, 13% ofthe potato budget, increased 140%
(USDA 1989). The real cost of pesticides, which constitute 9% of the
production budget, increased 440% during the three decades preceding 1980 (Culik et al. 1983). Because synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and petroleum products makeup nearly 30% of the total input
cost of potato production, it is not surprising that the real cost of
producing potatoes in Aroostook County has increased since 1955
(Schrumpf 1958; Thompson 1990).
In contrast to the increase in the real cost of production, the
real price received by farmers for their potatoes exhibits neither an
increasing nor a decreasing trend. There has been, however, a high
degree of variability in the price that Maine potato producers
receive for their crop. This is important to note because market price
and marketable output determine the total revenue farmers receive. Thus, with an increase in total production costs, relatively
little change in average yields in Maine, and a slight decline in the
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percentage ofthe harvest that is marketable (U.S. #1), it is obvious
why net revenue (total revenue minus total cost) and the number of
potato farms have been declining.
Net earnings for potato farmers in Aroostook County were
negative in four of the last ten years (Figure 1). Given this situation,
one might expect the number of potato farms and total potato
production to continue to decline in the future. This potential
decline in potato production is of concern for several reasons. As
noted above, potatoes constitute one-quarter of the value of all
agricultural products sold in Maine (both crops and animal products) (U.S. Department of Commerce 1989). Furthermore, agricultural products and food processing account for roughly 10% of
Maine's gross product (Veazie 1985). Finally, potato sales account
for most (85%) ofthe market value of all agricultural products sold
in Aroostook County (U.S. Department of Commerce 1989). Therefore, a decline in future potato production in Maine will adversely
affect the county's and the state's economy.
To avoid a further decline in potato production in Maine,
farmers need to increase net revenue. Specific methods ofincreasing net revenue in potato production include:
1. increasing the price that farmers receive for their
potatoes,
2. decreasing production costs,
3. increasing crop quality, or
4. increasing yields.
Since farmers are generally assumed to be price-takers, and most
farmers do not market their potatoes directly, only three ofthe four
methods can be controlled by farmers.
First, farmers could attempt to decrease production costs for
current output levels. More specifically, farmers could examine
ways of reducing the quantity of variable inputs such as synthetic
fertilizers, pesticides, and petroleum products employed in production. Second, farmers could improve the quality oftheir crop while
maintaining yields. Since there is no market for cull potatoes,
increasing the percentage of U.S. #1 potatoes harvested enables
farmers to increase the percentage oftheir crop that is marketable.
Third, farmers could increase yields while maintaining quality and
production costs. Both the second and third alternatives assume
that the increase in net revenue from higher quality or yields
exceeds the marginal increase in associated costs.
One m ethod for increasing and stabilizing net revenue is crop
rotation s. For centuries, crop rotations have been u sed by farmers
to h elp control pest a nd disease problems. By rotat ing crops, the life
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Figure 1. Net Earnings per Acre of Potatoes in Aroostook County,
Maine (1980-1989). (Parentheses indicate negative net earnings.)
cycles of potato pests and diseases are interrupted. This reduces the
incidence of disease or insect pest problems in the succeeding crops
and reduces the need for pesticide applications, thereby, reducing
potato production costs (Bhowmik 1986).
By rotating crops, farmers improve soil structure and fertility.
These and other factors associated with sod-based or leguminous
rotations work in concert to help increase potato yields and potato
quality. For example, Terman (1949) reported that potatoes rotated
every other year with a green manure crop (e.g., crimson clover) had
yields exceeding those of potatoes grown continuously by 30 cwt per
acre (i.e., a 15% increase). Furthermore, potatoes grown in rotation
had more uniform shape and better appearance than continuously
cropped potatoes (Mosher 1975). Also, the dry matter content of
potatoes grown in rotation was higher than that of potatoes grown
continuously (Smith 1977). Crop rotations can decrease production
costs, increase potato yields and quality, and, consequently, increase net revenue. This paper examines rotations of potatoes with
alternative crops to identify net revenue-maximizing rotations.

1989
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ECONOMIC THEORY OF CROP ROTATIONS
The question posed here is which rotation of potatoes and
selected alternative crops (i.e., oats, oats underseeded with clover,
barley, barley underseeded with clover, and processing peas) maximizes net revenue. To help answer this question, a product-product
model is developed to evaluate the economic interrelationships of
producing potatoes and alternative crops with a fixed land base.
In the product-product model, production of two crops with a
fixed land base, can be represented in two dimensional space as a
production possibility frontier, representing all combinations oftwo
crops that can be produced with a fixed input. When the limiting
resource is land, the production possibility frontier is called an isoland curve (Heady 1948, 1957). Specifically, an iso-land curve
depicts the maximum output of both crops that can be produced from
any given rotation, given a fixed land base and existing production
technology.
For example, assume that a farmer has 100 acres of tillable
land, that all 100 acres are planted each year, and that only two
crops (e.g., potatoes and oats) are grown in rotation on this land. In
this case, the iso-land curve represents the total production of
potatoes and oats for all possible rotations ofthese crops on the 100
acres. Planting 100 acres to potatoes (continuous potato production)
is represented bypointAin Figure 2. Conversely, pointD represents
continuous oat production.
Moving along the iso-land curve to the right of point A, land is
taken out of potato production and is put into oat production. The
amount by which potato output changes when the output of the oats
is increased by one unit determines the slope ofthe iso-land curve
and is referred to as the rate of product transformation.
The rate of product transformation changes with movement
along the iso-land curve. As land is taken out of potato production
and put into oat production (i.e., oats are grown more frequently in
rotation with potatoes), total potato output increases up to a certain
point. This is a movement from point A to point B in Figure 2, and
represents a complementary relationship because one crop (oats)
produces an "input" that increases the output of the other crop
(potatoes) (Boehlje and Eidman 1984). Examples of inputs include
the nitrogen fixed by a legume or the organic matter added to the
soil when grains or legumes are plowed down (Heady 1948, 1952).
An input also may be described as the removal of a "negative
input" (Heady 1952). In this case, a negative input may be insect
pests, diseases, or weeds. By rotating potatoes with non-host crops,
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Figure 2. An Iso-Land Curve Representing the Total Output of
All Possible Rotations of Potatoes and Oats
the population density of insect pests and diseases can be reduced.
Consequently, rotating crops removes or mitigates a negative input.
Complementarity also occurs alongthe iso-land curve between
points D and C in Figure 2. In this case, total oat output increases
by moving from continuous oat production, at point D, to a rotation
that increases the frequency of potatoes in the rotation (e.g., point
C). This example of mutual complementarity results in the iso-land
curve having two segments with positive slopes.
Complementary products eventually become competitive due
to the law of diminishing returns. The contribution to potato
production from the addition of nitrogen and organic matter to the
soil, as well as the disease and insect pest control effects, provided
by oats, declines as more land is planted to oats. A competitive
relationship arises, then, as an increase in allocation ofland to one
crop results in a decrease in output of the other crop (Heady 1957).
This competitive relationship is represented by the section of Figure
2 between points Band C.
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Figure 3. Points of Tangency Between the Iso-Land Curve and
Isorevenue Lines Representing Net Revenue-Maximizing Rotations
To determine the economically optimal allocation of land
between the two crops grown in rotation, information on production
costs and returns must be introduced. The crop rotation that
maximizes net revenue can be determined by introducing an
isorevenue line representing all combinations ofthe two crops that
have the same net revenue. Net revenue is maximized when the
isorevenue line is tangent to the iso-land curve (i.e., the line just
touches, but does not intersect the curve).
Positive Net Returns for Both Crops
Assume that the net returns from both crops are positive and,
consequently, the isorevenue line is negatively sloped. There are
two specific cases: (a) net returns of the two crops are positive and
equal and (b) net returns for both crops are positive but unequal
(Heady 1957). When net returns for both crops are positive and
equal, the isorevenue line has a slope of negative one (-1) and net
revenue maximization occurs at the point of maximum total physical product of potatoes and oats collectively (point E in Figure 3).
When net returns are positive but unequal between the two
crops, the point of tangency will differ from this first example.
Assuming that net returns for potatoes are greater than those of
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oats, the net revenue-maximizing rotation will occur between points
C and E (e.g., point D) in Figure 3. Conversely, if the net returns for
oats are greater than those of potatoes, the net revenue-maximizing
crop rotation will occur between points E and F in Figure 3.
An isorevenue curve with a negative slope, as stated above,
implies that the net revenues of both crops are positive. For
Aroostook County potato farmers this condition occurs when peas
are grown in rotation with potatoes. Generally, net revenue per acre
of potato production exceeds the net revenue of pea production, and
the resulting optimal allocation occurs between points C and E in
Figure 3.
Zero Net Returns for One Crop
Assume that net returns for oats are zero while those of
potatoes are positive. This condition would occur ifthe revenue per
acre for oats just equaled the cost per acre of producing oats.
Therefore, the ratio of net returns for the two crops equals zero and
the isorevenue line is horizontal.
The isorevenue line is tangent to the iso-land curve where total
output of potatoes is maximized (point C in Figure 3).
Negative Net Returns for One Crop
Let the net returns for oats be negative and the net returns for
potatoes be positive; a typical condition for many producers who
grow oats (grains) in rotation with potatoes in Aroostook County.
Consequently, the ratio of net returns is greater than zero, and the
slope of the isorevenue line is positive. In this instance, the crop
rotation that maximizes net revenue occurs between points A and
C in the complementary region of the iso-land curve in Figure 3,
perhaps at point B. Thus, the beneficial agronomic effects of rotations that include oats, make it profitable for farmers to grow oats
even when the revenue per bushel is less than the cost of growing
a bushel of oats.
Yield Effects of Rotating Crops
Underseeding oats with clover in rotations with potatoes
results in potato yields that exceed those found rotations of potatoes
and oats alone. With the initial iso-land curve XAZ in Figure 4 and
its corresponding isorevenue line, the net revenue-maximizing
rotation of oats and potatoes occurs at point A Increased potato
yields and oat yields, associated with under seeding with clover,
would increase total potato output for all rotations except continuous potatoes. In this example, the iso-land curve would begin at X
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Figure 4. The Impact of Change in Potato Yields and Potato
Production Costs on the Selection of a Net Revenue-Maximizing
Rotation
on the potato axis and continue to Z' on the oat axis (XCBZ'). This
new iso-land curve starts at point X because continuous potatoes
can not reap the benefits of under seeding oats with clover (a green
manure crop). The iso-land curve intersects the oat axis at Z'
because underseeding oats with clover can enhance oat yields even
when oats are continuously grown on the same plot of land.
Examining only the yield effect of oats underseeded with
clover, the net revenue-maximizing rotation of oats underseeded
with clover and potatoes occurs at point Bon XCBZ', representing
a parallel shift of the isorevenue line. This parallel shift implies that
the same costs and, consequently, ratio of net returns apply whether
oats or oats underseeded with clover are grown.
Cost Effects of Rotating Crops
For the purpose of illustration, it was assumed in the previous
example that identical amounts of inputs were used for producing
potatoes, regardless of the cropping sequence (i.e., potato production costs remained constant). However, this assumption ignores
the fact that when potatoes are rotated with oats fewer pesticides
and herbicides are used because potato pests, disease, and weed
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problems decrease. Furthermore, oat production costs must include
the cost of underseeding with clover (Le., the cost of clover seed).
When these considerations are taken into account the isorevenue
line pivots to the left, reflecting the new ratio of net returns. The net
revenue of producing potatoes has increased relative to the net
revenue of producing oats. The new optimal land allocation occurs
at point C in Figure 4, the point of tangency of the new isorevenue
line to XCEZ'. Consequently, when the cost effects of underseeding
are considered, the crop rotation that maximizes net revenue will
include a larger proportion of acreage planted to potatoes.
Final Thoughts

Three additional aspects of the iso-land curve are worth
noting. Changes in the fixed quantity ofland will shift the iso-land
curve out and to the right. For example, assuming that the quality
ofthe land remains constant, if the land base doubles to 200 acres,
the iso-land curve shifts outward, forming a curve that is concentric
to the initial iso-land curve. In this case, every point on the new isoland curve represents twice as much total output as the comparable
point on the original iso-land curve.
In addition, improvements in technology shift the iso-land
curve outward, but the new iso-land curve is not concentric to the
initial iso-land curve. For example, ifa potato harvester is developed
that causes less tuber damage, this improved technology affects only
potato production. Therefore, the shift outward of the iso-land curve
occurs only on the axis representing potatoes.
Finally, analysis in this report will examine changes in the
percentage ofharvested potatoes that are U.S. #1 (Le., quality). This
is essentially the same as the analysis of the yield effect alone,
because improving "quality" essentially increases total marketable
output of potatoes in Maine.
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CROP ROTATIONS EVALUATED
The crops examined in rotation with potatoes are oats, oats
underseeded with clover, barley, barley underseeded with clover,
and processing peas. These crops were chosen because oats and peas
are traditionally grown in rotation with potatoes in Aroostook
County, and barley is a promising new crop (Plissey 1989). Crops are
designated by these initial(s): 0 = oats, Oc = oats underseeded with
clover, B =barley, Bc =barleyunderseeded with clover, P =potatoes,
and Pe = processing peas.
In this analysis, the Superior potato variety is used in the crop
rotations. Superior is the most commonly grown round white potato
variety in Maine (Hepler et al. 1984, 1985; Davis 1990). We assume
that Superiors are sold on the fresh market, because historical
records indicate that 80% of Aroostook County's production is sold
as tablestock, and only U.S. #1 potatoes can be sold in the fresh
market. The Superior yields used in this analysis will be hundredweight of U.S. #1 potatoes.
Grains, such as oats and barley, do not have positive net
returns in Aroostook County (Westra 1991). Additionally, most
agronomic benefits from growing grains in rotation with potatoes
are realized in one to two years (Porter 1991). Therefore, it is
assumed that grains occur no more than two years in succession in
any rotation.
We also assume that farmers growing oat (barley) will grow
only oats (barley); they will not grow barley (oats). In this manner,
it will be possible to compare the profitability of rotations containing
oats with those containing barley. Likewise, it will be assumed that
iffarmers under seed with clover, they do so for all grains they grow.
This assumption permits a comparison of the profitability of rotations with grains and rotations with grains underseeded with
clover.
Grains under seeded with clover are evaluated to determine
the impact of green manure crops on potato production and, subsequently, net revenue. The Aroostook Mix, a blend of several types of
clover, is one of the most commonly grown green manure crops in
Aroostook County (Burns 1990). This clover mix will be used as the
crop that is underseed with oats and barley. We assume that the
clover is plowed down in late fall of the year in which it is planted.
The last rotation crop considered is processing peas, which
provides farmers with the opportunity to grow a rotation crop that
has a positive net return. There are some limitations, however, to
using peas in rotation with potatoes. First, processing peas are
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grown on a contract basis; only farmers with a contract grow
processing peas. Second, the contractor determines how many acres
are planted to peas, which variety is grown, when seed is planted,
when agrichemicals are applied, and when the peas are harvested.
More importantly, processing contracts restrict farmers from growing peas on the same field more than once every four years.
Furthermore, farmers who have good pea harvests are more likely
to receive pea contacts in the future than are farmers who have poor
pea harvests.
For any rotation, it is assumed that the farmer divides the land
evenly among the rotation crops each year. For example, assume
that a farmer has 100 tillable acres and follows a up Bc P Pen
rotation. In this cropping sequence, 25 acres are planted to each crop
each year: 25 acres planted to potatoes that were immediately
preceded by peas, 25 acres planted to barley underseeded with
clover that was immediately preceded by potatoes, 25 acres planted
to potatoes that were immediately preceded by barley under seeded
with clover, and 25 acres planted to peas that were immediately
preceded by potatoes. In any given year, then, 50 acres are planted
to potatoes, 25 acres are planted to barley underseeded with clover,
and 25 acres are planted to peas. Even though 50 acres in total are
planted to potatoes, the potato yield on the 25 acres on which peas
were planted in the preceding year differs from the potato yields on
the 25 acres on which barley underseeded with clover was planted
in the preceding year.
The initial investigation considered 30 possible rotations
(Westra 1991). However, only the top ten rotations are presented in
this report: "P", "PPOc", "PPPOc", "PPPO", "POcPPe", "PPBc",
"P P P Bc", "P P P B", "P Bc P Pe", "P P P Pen.
Crop Yield Data

The crop yield data used in the analyses are from the Field
Appraisal ofResource Management Systems (FARMS) study. In the
FARMS study, 800 field plots were sampled annually in Aroostook
County over a three-year period (1980-1982). The field plots were
sampled for crop management, conservation practices, crop yields,
crop quality, soil chemistry, and many other factors (Hepler et al.
1983). The FARMS study contains yields and quality data for
potatoes (several varieties), oats, oats with clover, and processing
peas sorted by specific cropping sequences. Four years of yield data
were available from the FARMS study as crop histories were
recorded according to the crop grown on the field in the preceding
year; data from 1979, the year preceding the FARMS study, and
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data for 1980, 1981, and 1982, the period of the FARMS study. In
turn, the maximum length of the rotations evaluated in this study
was four years.
For some cropping sequences the FARMS study does not
contain yield data, or the yield data were considered insufficient or
implausible for analysis. For example, the FARMS study contained
only two barley observations (Hepler et al. 1983, 1984, 1985). In this
instance, Porter (1990) was consulted to determine how barley and
barley underseeded with clover affect potato yields and production
costs. In other instances, experts in the fields of agronomy, soil
science, entomology, and plant pathology were consulted for crop
production and pest management practices. The experts consulted,
and their areas of expertise are: Porter-agronomy and rotation
crops, Plissey-potato production, Manzer-potato disease management, Storch-potato insect management, and Cyr-pea production (Westra 1991).
Effects of Rotation Crops on Production Costs
The net return of any crop rotation is affected by crop yields,
the quantity of variable inputs used in production, and the amount
of fixed (ownership) costs. Yield data were used that reflect the
effects that preceding crops on a piece ofland have on the current
crop being grown. For example, potato yields, when preceded by oats
underseeded with clover, exceed potato yields when the preceding
crop was also potatoes.
Rotations can also affect the quantity of purchased inputs (e.g.,
fertilizers or pesticides) used in crop production. When certain
rotations increase the amount of available nitrogen, the amount of
this variable input purchased decreases. For example, the amount
of nitrogen fertilizer used to grow Superiors varies according to the
previous crop (e.g., 150 pounds per acre of nitrogen is used for
Superiors preceded by potatoes, but 130 pounds of nitrogen is used
for Superiors preceded by oats underseeded with clover) (Porter
1990). Other variable inputs that change according to the previous
crop(s), are the amounts ofThiodan, Ridomil, and SUPER-TIN used
in Superior production.
In addition to the above factors, the order of the crop rotation
determines the acreage planted to each crop every year and,
consequently, affects ownership cost (fixed cost) and net revenue.
For example, consider the per acre capital cost of equipment
purchased and used in potato production. Assuming a constant land
base (e.g., 100 acres), and assuming that the land is equally divided
among the crops in the rotation, a "P P Bc" rotation has 67% of its
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acreage (67 acres here) planted to potatoes and 33% ofits acreage (33
acres here) planted to barley underseeded with clover. Therefore,
the total annual ownership cost for potato production is divided by
67 to derive a fixed cost per acre for the potato budget, and the total
annual ownership cost for barley production is divided by 33 to
obtain a fixed cost per acre for the barley budget. Whenever potatoes
are planted more frequently in the rotation, the per acre ownership
cost for potatoes decreases. Likewise, the per acre ownership cost for
potatoes increases when potatoes are grown less frequently in the
rotation. Accordingly, these changes in per acre ownership cost
affect the crop's net return and the rotation's net revenue.

14
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PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE NET
REVENUE OF A CROP ROTATION
Evaluating the economic profitability of each crop rotation
involved several steps. First, all crop rotations to be evaluated were
identified. Second, net returns for each crop in a specific rotation
were calculated using a spreadsheet analysis, with all the effects of
cropping sequence included. Third, the annual net revenue for each
rotation was computed by multiplying the net returns per acre of
each crop in the rotation by the number of acres planted to that crop.
Last, the net present value per acre for each rotation was
determined. The discounting formula, used to calculate the net
present value of a crop rotation, is:

NPV.)

= Li_I

V)1
(l+r)i

where NPV is net present value ofthe rotation being evaluated (j),
i denotes the time period (in this case the total number of time
periods is 4), V)1.. denotes the cash flow for rotation J. in period i, and
r denotes the interest rate. In this case, an 11% interest rate was
used because it was the prevailing short-term rate in 1990 for farm
debt in Aroostook County (Marra 1990). After the first period, v.. is
inflated by 6% each year to compensate for the effects of inflati~n
(i.e., reflecting real cash flow in future periods).
In turn, the net present value for the four-year sequence ofthe
"P P P B" rotation is, for example, $58,924. In order to compare each
rotation on a per acre basis, the net present value of each rotation
was divided by 100 (the assumed total acreage planted to crops each
year). Therefore, the net present value per acre for the "P P P B"
rotation is $589. The net present value per acre for all rotations is
determined in the same manner.
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NET REVENUE-MAXIMIZING CROP ROTATIONS
Net present value calculations are divided into two groups to
facilitate reporting (Table 1). This grouping allows rotations with
the same crops to be easily compared. The net present values (NPV)
of continuous potatoes ("P") ($643/acre) and the pea rotation ("P P
P Pe") ($1,198/acre) are used as points of reference in both groups.
The "P P P Pe" rotation has the highest net present value per acre
of all rotations considered, and its net present value is nearly double
that of continuous potatoes.
The oat group of crop rotations consists of combinations of
potatoes, oats, and peas. Only one rotation ("P P PO") has a net
present value less than continuous potatoes (Figure 5). The net
present value per acre of "P P Oc" ($772) is 20% greater than that
of continuous potatoes, and the net present value per acre of"P P P
Oc" ($806) is 25% greater than that of continuous potatoes. By
underseeding with clover (i.e., changing from "P P P 0" to "P P P
Oc"), the marginal increase in net present value is $220 per acre
(37%). By changing from "P P Oc" to "P P P Oc", the marginal
increase in net present value is $34 per acre (4%). Thus, by including
a green manure crop in the rotation, net present value increased
substantially. Profits, however, are not substantially affected when
the period of continuous potatoes is lengthened in a rotation with a
green manure crop.
In the barley group, as with the oat group, all rotations but one
("P P P B") have larger net present values per acre than continuous
potatoes ($643) (Figure 6). The net present value of"P P Bc" ($776)
is 21% greater than that of continuous potatoes, and the net present
Table 1.

Net Present Values for Rotations of Oats, Barley, and
Peas with Superiors
Rotations

NPV/Aere

Continuous Potatoes

P

$642.73

Oat Rotations

PPPO
PPOe
PPPOe
POePPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

Barley Rotations

PPPB
PPBe
PPPBe
PBe PPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

Pea Rotation

PPPPe

$1,198.24
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Figure 5. Net Present Value per Acre of Rotations in the Oat Group
value per acre of"P P P Bc" ($809) is 26% greater than that of
continuous potatoes. Once again, the marginal increase in net
present value associated with underseeding barley with clover is
large. For example, net present value increases by $220 per acre
(37%) in changing from "P P P B" to "P P P Bc". As in the oat group,
the marginal increase in net present value, associated with extending potato production for another year from "P P Bc" to "P P P Bc"
is relatively small ($33 per acre or 4%).
Underseeding with clover affects the net present values ofthe
grain/clover rotations in two ways. First, the clover decreases the
amount of nitrogen needed for potatoes. This first-year reduction in
potato production costs is greater than the increase in oat or barley
production costs incurred by underseeding with clover. Second, it is
assumed that potato yields increase by 15 cwt per acre when
potatoes follow grains underseeded with clover. Thus, rotations
with a grain underseeded with clover have higher net present
values than rotations with grains alone.
Since yields and net returns of potatoes are the same following
oats and barley, or oats/clover and barley/clover, the differences in
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Figure 6. Net Present Value per Acre of Rotations in the Barley
Group
the net present value computation results for the oat and barley
groups are due to differences in the market prices for these grains.
However, the price differential is relatively small and the net
returns for barley and barley underseeded with clover are approximately $3 greater (less than a 1% increase) than their respective oat
counterparts.
From the initial analyses, it is apparent that the net present
values of the rotation containing only potatoes and peas is the
largest of all rotations evaluated. The principal reason for this is a
dual impact of processing peas in a rotation. First, processing peas
have positive net returns, while oats, barley, oats with clover, and
barley with clover have negative net returns. For every acre planted
to peas that is not planted to a grain, over $200 per acre is added to
farm net revenue. Second, the yields of potatoes following processing peas, from the FARMS data set, are higher than those of
potatoes following any other crop. Thus, the increased potato yields
and positive net returns associated with growing peas result in the
highest net present value.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
In the initial analysis, average values are used for variables
such as crop yields and market prices. These variables change as a
result of annual weather conditions, national potato output, individual management practices, and numerous other factors. In
sensitivity analysis, the purpose is to determine how robust or
sensitive the net present value of each rotation is to a specific change
in one parameter of the analysis (e.g., grain yields). A result is
robust if a change in one parameter neither significantly alters the
net present value of a rotation nor changes the rotations relative
ranking among the rotations evaluated. On the other hand, if a
result is sensitive to a change in one of the parameters, then the
absolute magnitude of the rotation's net present value can be
affected substantially and its relative ranking in the rotations
evaluated may also change substantially. Sensitivity analyses are
conducted on: (1) yields of grains (oats and barley), (2) market price
ofgrains (oats and barley), (3) yields ofSuperior potatoes, (4) market
price of Superiors, (5) potato yield and market price changes
together, (6) yields of Superior potatoes in rotation with processing
peas, and (7) potato variety (Russet Burbank compared to Superior).
Changes in Grain Yields and Prices
Rotations containing only potatoes and a grain that is not
under seeded with clover did not have a net present value greater
than continuous potatoes. The main reason for this is that oats and
barley have negative net returns of -$118 and -$115 per acre,
respectively. The sensitivity analysis conducted here entails asking
how much grain yields or grain prices must increase for a grain
rotation to have a net present value greater than continuous
potatoes.
First, we asked what changes in oat yield or price are necessary for the net present value per acre of"P P P 0" to equal or exceed
that of continuous potatoes. Net returns for oats need to be -$51 per
acre for the net present value of"P P P 0" to equal that of continuous
potatoes (an increase of$67 per acre). Given a market price of$1.06
per bushel, an increase of 63 bushels per acres is necessary to
increase oat net returns by $67. Consequently, oat yields need to
increase from an average of 77 bushels per acre to 140 bushels per
acre (77 + 63 =140). Alternatively, given average current oat yields
(77 bushels per acre), oat prices must increase by $0.87 per bushel
($1.06 + $0.87 =$1.93) to have the net present value of"P P P 0" just
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equal that of continuous potatoes, an 82% increase in price. Neither
ofthese possibilities seems plausible given the current market and
production conditions for oats in Aroostook County.
Comparable analyses for barley indicate the"P P P B" rotation
must have a net return of at least -$51 per acre for the net present
value of"P P P B" to equal that of continuous potatoes (an increase
of $64 per acre). This translates into an increase in barley yields of
37 bushels per acre over and above the current average of 56 bushels
per acre (56 + 37 =93). Alternatively, given current barley yields,
barley price must increase by $1.14 per bushel ($1.75 + $1.14 =
$2.89). Neither ofthese possibilities is likely in the near future.
Thus, the }'esults of the analyses for rotations with oats and
barley are robust. Oats or barley without underseeding with a green
manure crop are the least desirable rotation crops in terms of
maximizing net present value, Furthermore, marginal changes in
market prices or crop yields for oats or barley will not affect the
relative ranking of the rotations evaluated.
Change in Market Price of Superiors
The effect of changes in the market price of Superiors is
analyzed as a proxy for the price fluctuations that farmers encounter every season. This analysis is accomplished by calculating the
net present value of all rotations when the market price of Superiors
is $8.64 per cwt (one standard deviation above the mean price) and
when it is $3.06 per cwt (one standard deviation below the mean
price) (third column and fourth columns, respectively, in Table 2).
When net revenue of each rotation is calculated with potatoes
priced at $8,64 per cwt, "P P P Pe" is still the rotation with the
highest net present value at $3,030 per acre (third column of Table
2). Continuous potatoes now has the second-highest net present
value of all rotations at $2,597 per acre. In the initial analysis, with
potatoes priced at $5.85 per cwt, all but two of the rotations had net
present values greater than continuous potatoes (second column in
Table 2). This implies that farmers hoping for high potato prices
may be less inclined to rotate potatoes with grains, regardless of the
presence or absence of a green manure crop.
When the net revenue of each rotation is calculated with
Superiors priced at $3.06 per cwt, all rotations have a negative net
present values (fourth column in Table 2). Continuous potatoes now
has the lowest net present value (-$1,311 per acre). This implies that
rotations with green manure crops can ameliorate the potential
losses in net revenue associated with low prices. This result is
primarily due to the smaller investment per acre in planting grains
relative to potatoes.
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Table 2.

Superior Price Sensitivity Analysis
---------------------- NPV/Acre ---------------------Low Price
High Price
Rotations Average Price
(8.641cwt)
($5.85/cwt)
($3.06/cwt)

Continuous
Potatoes
Oat
Rotations

Barley
Rotations

Pea
Rotation

P

$642.73

$2,596.86

($1,311.41)*

PPPO
PPOc
PPPOc
POcPPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

$2,214.49
$2,384.65
$2,539.70
$2,010.05

($1,040.84)
($ 841.09)
($ 927.01)
($ 609.95)

PPPB
PPBc
PPPBc
PBcPPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

$2,217.15
$2,388.20
$2,542.36
$2,012.71

($1,038.18)
($ 837.06)
($ 924.35)
($ 607.29)

$1,198.24

$3,030.25

($ 633.76)

PPPPe

* Parentheses indicate negative net present values.
Changes in Superior Yields
The impact on net present value resulting from changes in
Superior yields reflect changes in potato yields that result from
variability in weather, management practices, etc. This sensitivity
analysis is conducted by using a high potato yield, which is one
standard deviation above mean yields, and a low potato yield, which
is one standard deviation below mean yields.
With the high potato yields, the net present values of all
rotations increase, and the increase is proportional to the frequency
with which potatoes appear in a rotation. The "P P P Pe" rotation
still has the highest net present value, and continuous potatoes has
the second-highest net present value (third column in Table 3). This
finding is comparable to the preceding results for the price sensitivity analysis at a high price of$8.64 cwt.
In the low potato yield analysis, the net present values of all
rotations but one ("P P P Pe") are negative (fourth column in Table
3). Again, the decrease in net present value per acre is proportional
to the frequency with which potatoes are grown in rotation. Thus,
continuous potatoes now has the lowest net present value of all
rotations evaluated (-$835 per acre). The ranking of rotations in the
low yield analysis are comparable to those in the low price analysis.
As with the price sensitivity analysis, growing grains with a green
manure crop helps to reduce losses in years with low potato yields.
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Superior Yield Sensitivity Analysis
---------------------- NPV/Acre --------------------Rotations Average Yields High Yields
Low Yields

Continuous
Potatoes
Oat
Rotations

Barley
Rotations

Pea
Rotation

P

$642.73

$2,139.85

($834.70)*

PPPO
PPOc
PPPOc
POcPPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

$1,734.29
$1,802.83
$1,948.89
$1,490.45

($555.71)
($258.79)
($336.20)
($50.99)

PPPB
PPBc
PPPBc
PBcPPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

$1,736.95
$1,806.38
$1,951.55
$1,493.12

($553.05)
($255.24)
($333.54)
($48.33)

$1,198.24

$2,291.54

$ 109.88

PPPPe

* Parentheses indicate negative net present values.

Changes in Superior Yields and Market Price
In the next analysis, we examine the impact that simultaneous
changes in both potato yields and market price have on the net
present value of rotations. This analysis more closely approximates
the relationship between market demand and supply. As the supply
of potatoes increases (represented in this analysis by high potato
yields), the market price of potatoes is expected to decrease ("low
price/high yield"). Likewise, a decrease in quantity supply is expected to lead to an increase in the market price ("high price/low
yield").
In the low price/high yield analysis, we calculated the net
present value of rotations with the low potato price ($3.06 per cwt)
and high potato yields (one standard deviation above mean yields).
No rotation analyzed has a positive net present value, but "P P P Pe"
has the smallest loss (-$62) (third column in Table 4). This analysis
indicates that, despite high potato yields, a low price causes net
present values of rotations to be negative. This is demonstrated by
the fact that continuous potatoes has the lowest net present value
in this analysis (third column in Table 4).
In the high price/low yield analysis, we examine the impact on
net present value from high market price ($8.64 per cwt) and low
potato yields (one standard deviation below mean yields). Interest-
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Table 4.

Superior Price and Yield Sensitivity Analysis

Rotations
Continuous
Potatoes
Oat
Rotations

Barley
Rotations

Pea
Rotation

---------------------- NPV/Acre ---------------------HighPrice
Average price
Low Price
Average Yields High Yields
Low Yields

P

$642.73

($528.30)*

$414.82

PPPO
PPOc
PPPOc
POcPPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

($440.63)
($301.41)
($329.37)
($200.63)

$527.05
$862.22
$837.72
$904.94

PPPB
PPBc
PPPBc
PBc PPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

($437.97)
($297.87)
($326.71)
($197.97)

$529.71
$865.77
$840.38
$907.60

$1,198.24

($61.88)

$1,422.81

PPPPe

* Parentheses indicate negative net present values.

ingly, all rotations have a net present value greater than that of
continuous potatoes. Again, "P P P Pe" has the highest net present
value of all rotations examined ($1,423 per acre) (fourth column in
Table 4). This situation demonstrates the importance of rotations
containing crops that enhance potato yields. The rotations with
grains underseeded with clover yield net present values that are
only exceeded by the pea rotation.
Allowing potato yields and market price to fluctuate simultaneously, which is more representative of market conditions, indicates that continuous potatoes is inferior to all rotations, even when
producers are losing money (low price years). Thus, rotating crops
reduces producers' risk, and incorporating a green manure crop
enhances this risk reduction effect.
Changes in Superior Yields Following Peas
In this sensitivity analysis, we examined the effect that changes
in potato yields following peas would have on the ranking of
rotations. The concern here is that the FARMS Study data on yields
of potatoes in rotations with peas are inconsistent with commonly
observed yields in Aroostook County (Porter 1991; Liebman 1991).
In addition, the FARMS study contained a small number of obser-
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vations for potato yields following peas (n =17). This situation may
be due to the limited number of pea contracts being issued to
producers that have the most productive land. Other than the
FARMS study, however, no research has been conducted on the
effects on potato yields when preceded by processing peas. Porter
(1991) and Liebman (1991) suggest that Superior yields in rotation
with peas would approximate those of Superiors rotated with
grains. In turn, superior yields, when the preceding crop was peas,
were reduced to the same quantities as when Superiors were
preceded by oats or barley.
The results indicate the net present value of the up P P Pe"
rotation experiences a 36% decline when the potato yields are
adjusted (Table 5). Furthermore, four rotations ofgrains underseeded
with clover now have net present values exceeding that ofthe yieldadjusted "P P P Pe" rotation: "P P P Bc" ($809), "P P P Oc" ($806),
"P P Bc" ($776), and "P P Oc" ($772). Thus, by reducing yields of
potatoes rotated with processing peas, the ranking or rotations is
substantially altered. These findings imply that farmers can only
enjoy the revenue enhancement of pea production if their potato
yields following peas approximate the yields in the FARMS data.

Table 5.

Superior Yield Sensitivity Analysis in Rotations with
Peas

Rotations
Continuous
Potatoes
Oat
Rotations

Barley
Rotations

Pea
Rotation

----------------- NPVlAere ---------------Superior
PotatolPea
Analysis
Sensitivity

P

$642.73

$642.73

PPPO
PPOe
PPPOe
POePPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$559.68

PPPB
PPBe
PPPBe
PBe PPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$562.34

$1,198.24

$769.79

PPPPe
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Change in Potato Variety (Russet Burbank)
In the final sensitivity analysis, the net present values of
rotations of Superiors and alternative crops are compared with
those of Russet Burbank potatoes with the same alternative crops.
It is assumed that the Russet Burbanks are sold to processors.
When Russet Burbanks are grown for processing, the processors
accept U.S. #l's, U.S. #2's, and "potentials" or "useables". In the
FARMS study, data for yields ofU.S. #l's, U.S. #2's, and gross yields
exist. However, no variable exists in the FARMS study for "potentials". In order to include all marketable Russet Burbanks in the
analysis, we assume that 90% of the gross yields from the FARMS
study are sold by the farmer to the processors (White 1991).
There are several factors in the Russet Burbank analysis that
differ from those in the Superior analysis. First, the Russet Burbank
yields per acre are greater than those of Superiors, in all comparable
rotations. Moreover, the yields of continuous Russet Burbanks are
44% greater than the yields of continuous Superiors. The yields of
Russet Burbanks rotated with grains underseeded with clover are
33% greater than yields of Superiors rotated with grains underseeded
with clover.
Another major difference between Russet Burbanks and Superiors in this analysis is the market price of potatoes. The market
price of Russet Burbank potatoes ($4.60 per cwt), is the weighted
mean real price farmers received for processing potatoes in Aroostook
County (1980-1989) (Bellin 1985; Thompson 1990). This price uses
a weighted sum of the pre-season contract price and the open
market processing price for Russet Burbanks in Aroostook County
(Westra 1991).
The results ofthe Russet Burbank analysis are quite different
from those of the Superior analysis (Table 6). Continuous Russet
Burbank production now has the highest net present value of all
rotations. In addition, the net present values of all rotations in the
Russet Burbank analysis, with the exceptions of rotations including
peas, are greater than those in the initial Superior analysis. These
differences are primarily due to Russet Burbank yields, as stated
above, being greater than Superior yields in all rotations.
The last difference between Russet Burbanks and Superiors is
the profitability of rotations with peas. Yields of Russet Burbanks
rotated with peas are lower than comparable rotations containing
grains. On the other hand, yields of Superiors rotated with peas are
higher than rotations with grains. As noted above, this result may
be due to the small sample size for Superiors in rotation with peas
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(n = 17), or it may have been due to a very select sample (i.e., more
productive land may have been used). On the other hand, the
number of observations for Russet Burbanks in rotation with peas
is somewhat larger (n =38). Thus, the Russet Burbank analysis may
present a more likely picture of potato yields when peas are rotated
with potatoes.
Table 6.

Potato Variety Sensitivity Analysis

Rotations
Continuous
Potatoes
Oat
Rotations

Barley
Rotations

Pea
Rotation

-----------------NPV/Acre ------------Russet
Superior
Burbank
Analyses
Analyses

P

$642.73

$1,421.19

PPPO
PPOc
PPPOc
POcPPe

$586.57
$772.02
$806.34
$717.27

$947.04
$899.07
$1,119.20
$471.63

PPPB
PPBc
PPPBc
PBcPPe

$589.24
$775.57
$809.00
$719.93

$949.70
$902.62
$1,121.87
$474.29

$1,198.24

$990.60

PPPPe
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LIMIT A nONS
Whenever possible, actual field data from the FARMS study
were used in the analyses. However, some of the field data were
modified due to small sample sizes and independent evidence that
some of the yield data from the FARMS study may not be accurate.
The assumptions employed with respect to yields were tested via
sensitivity analyses. The results show that in some cases assumptions were quite robust (e.g., oat yields and prices), while in other
cases assumptions were not robust (e.g., superior yields when
preceded by peas). If economic feasibility analyses of alternative
cropping sequences are to be improved, there is a need for reliable
agronomic data on crop yields for the various cropping sequences
over time.
No new crops were examined because agronomic data for new
crops rotated with potatoes in Aroostook County are unavailable.
The necessary data include the impact on potato yields and quality,
and potato production costs from the inclusion of a new rotation
crop. Some farmers are trying new rotation crops on a limited basis,
and some crops are being grown in experimental rotations by the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station (e.g., lupins, Sudan grass,
etc.) . However, these limited trials do not provide the dynamic data
on yields, crop quality, and production costs needed to evaluate the
economic potential of these crops in rotation with potatoes over
time.
An additional limitation is that the long-term effects of rotations on production costs, potato quality, and crop yields were not
analyzed in this research. Due to data limitations, this research
simply encompasses a four-year rotation period. To fully evaluate
the economic feasibility of alternative rotations more field data and
experimental data are needed on the long-term effects of rotations
on soil properties, potato pests and diseases, and, subsequently,
production costs and potato yields.
Finally, average yield and price data were used, and consequently, the results represent values that may not be applicable to
every potato farm in Aroostook County. Individual farmers may
have to adapt the results to their unique situations.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR POTATO PRODUCTION
The first finding is that a producer's ability to obtain a contract
for growing processing peas is an important determinant of farm
profitability. Rotations that contain peas appear quite desirable
because they have some ofthe highest net revenues and net present
values. The results of the sensitivity analyses of pea rotations,
however, demonstrate that this result is not robust. Furthermore,
only a limited number of pea contracts are available, and it may be
that preference in offering contracts is given to those farmers who
consistently have better pea yields.
The second implication is that net revenue is enhanced by
including a green manure crop (e.g., grains underseeded with
clover) in a rotation. Rotations with green manure crops have larger
net revenues than comparable rotations without green manure
crops. The increased Superior yields that resulted from the introduction of a green manure crop 'translate into net present values for
these rotations that are greater than those for continuous potatoes
and those for potatoes and a grain crop. Thus, our research suggests
that when grains are used as a rotation crop they should be
underseeded with a green manure crop.
The third implication deals with producers ability to mitigate
the risk associated with fluctuations in potato prices and yields.
Potato price, even though it is an important factor in determining
net revenue of a rotation, is not under the control of individual
producers. The results of the price/yield analyses indicated that
continuous potatoes is the least profitable rotation in both low price/
high yield and high price/low yield situations (situations that
approximate the relationship between supply and demand of potatoes). Planting grains underseeded with clover in rotation with
potatoes, therefore, reduces losses in poor years, thereby reducing
the risk producers face when growing potatoes.
The fourth finding is that barley is only marginally better than
oats as a rotation crop. In all analyses, the difference in net revenue
of barley rotations as opposed to oat rotations was negligible. It is
possible, however, that ifbarley yields increase over time as producers become accustomed to growing this crop in Aroostook County,
the advantage of barley over oats will become more pronounced.
The fifth finding is that the results from the Russet Burbank
analysis differ substantially from those of the Superior analysis.
This implies that the results of the Superior analyses may be
appropriate for round white varieties, but cannot be extended to
Russet Burbanks, and a complete analysis must be conducted to
evaluate the effects of crops grown in rotation with RussetBurbanks.
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Figure 7. Relative Occurrence in Aroostook County, Maine of the
Crop Rotations Investigated (1980-1982)
The sixth finding is that not enough long-term data are
available to evaluate fully the rotations that will be most profitable
over a 20- to 30-year period. More research is needed, by University
researchers and producers, on a systematic, long-term basis to
identify the dynamic interactions of various crops grown in rotation
with potatoes. These effects include changes in yields, soil fertility,
and pest and disease management. Complete economic feasibility
analyses can be conducted only after these effects are documented
fully.
Finally, Figure 7 documents the relative occurrence of the
rotations examined in this investigation as used by Aroostook
County farmers in the FARMS data set. Roughly 40% of the
producers surveyed in the FARMS study employed one of the
rotations examined in this study. Our findings suggest that some of
these producers could increase farm profitability by making marginal changes in their rotation practices. Of the 60% of farmers
using"other" rotations, many could enhance their farm profitability
by employing one of the rotations that includes grains underseeded
with clover.
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APPENDIX A
Superior Potato Budget Used in Analyses
In order to determine net revenues for each rotation, budgets
are devised for each crop. Annual costs and returns for each crop are
estimated in the budgets. With crop budgets arranged on a one-acre
basis, whole farm results are obtained by multiplying the net
returns from each crop by the number of acres planted to each crop.
The crop budgets used in this research are partial budgets for
crops grown in Maine, using methodology like that of Plissey and
Hoelper (1990). Partial budgets evaluate changes in farm profit
associated with changes in farm plans, but they consider only items
ofincome and expense that change (Boehlje and Eidman 1984). The
crop budgets used in this research distinguish operating costs,
repair and maintenance costs, and ownership costs for each piece of
equipment. By separating these costs, the budgets can be modified
when new prices for equipment, fuel, and labor are available. The
budgets for each crop contain four sections: total or gross returns,
variable costs, fixed costs, and net returns above costs shown. Total
returns is the product of net yield per acre and market price per unit.
The sum of all costs associated with planting, cultivating,
spraying and harvesting a crop constitute total variable cost. These
variable costs include the costs of seed, fertilizer, all chemicals,
skilled and unskilled labor, fuel and lubrication, repair and maintenance of all equipment used in crop production and an interest
charge for capital. Ownership costs and land costs constitute total
fixed cost. The ownership costs (i.e., taxes, insur ance, housing, and
a capital recovery charge) of all equipment, except the grain drill,
accrue to the potato budget. It is assumed that the farmer grows
primarily potatoes and is looking at other crops as possible rotation
crops. Therefore, all equipment except the grain drill would be
owned by the farmer, regardless of whether or not the farmer plants
rotation crops.
The ownership costs of the grain drill are included in the
budgets of all grains and processing peas. Because many farmers do
not own a grain combine, it is assumed that all grains are custom
harvested (Williams 1990) at the rate of $25.00 per acre.
Finally, the difference between total returns and total costs is
net returns, where total costs equal total variable costs plus total
fixed costs. Only the Superior potato budget is presented in this
appendix. Please consult Westra (1991) for all other rotation crop
budgets.
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Sources of budget data
The data for the crop budgets are from a variety of sources.
Whenever possible, recent prices from Aroostook County for equipment, seed, fertilizer, pesticides, fuel, and labor are used. Current
rates of interest, taxes, insurance, housing and farmland rental
rates for Aroostook County are used. In this way, the budgets reflect
current prices and management practices used in potato production.
The market price of potatoes fluctuates seasonally, annually,
and according to the intended market (i.e., processing, seed, or
tablestock). Because Superior potatoes are used primarily for
table stock and seed in Maine, a weighted price was used in the
potato budget. The prices received by farmers for potatoes over the
last ten years (1980-1989) were adjusted to 1990 dollars by a price
index (Prices Received by Farmers for Crops, USDA 1990). Roughly
20% of Superiors are sold as Certified Seed and 80% are sold as
table stock (Plissey 1990). Therefore, the real price for Superior
Maine Certified Seed was multiplied by 0.2 and added to 80% ofthe
real price of Round Whites ("warehouse cash to growers, Central
Aroostook") for each of the ten years (Bellin 1985; Thompson 1990).
The mean ofthese ten values ($5.85 per cwt) was used for the market
price of potatoes.
The costs of variable inputs, such as seed (i.e., Superior Maine
Certified Seed [G2 or G3]), fertilizer, and all other chemicals are
obtained from Burns (1990) and from Plissey and Hoelper (1990).
The amount of certified Superior seed used per acre is determined
by Porter (1990) and Plissey and Hoelper (1990).
Porter (1991) recommended the amount of fertilizer used for
Superior production in this budget. Manzer (1990), Storch (1990),
Plissey (1990), Plissey and Hoelper (1990) and Dwyer et al. (1990)
determined the amounts and types of pesticides used in the Superior
budget. Last, in order to maintain soil pH, lime is applied to the land
each fall at a rate of one-half ton per acre (Williams 1990).
Fuel costs are estimated by the amount of fuel consumed per
hour of equipment operation. Average fuel consumption for diesel
tractors, in gallons per hour, is calculated by multiplying the tractor
draw board horsepower (DBHP) by 0.044 (i.e., [O.044]*[tractor
DBHP]) (Boehlje and Eidman 1984). The fuel cost is found by
multiplying fuel consumption per hour by the price of one gallon of
diesel fuel. Assuming a 100 DBHP tractor and $1.25 per gallon of
diesel fuel, the average fuel cost per hour is $5.50 ([0.044]*[100
DBHP tractor]*[$1.25 per gallon of diesel]). Lubrication costs per
acre are 15% of fuel cost per acre (Boehlje and Eidman 1984).
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As a proxy for a full-time laborer, a labor rate formula is
calculated to determine the labor costs per acre. Wage rates for both
skilled and unskilled labor are set at $10.00 per hour. The hours of
labor required to perform any operation is assumed to be 120% of the
hours that a piece of equipment is used in the field (Boehlje and
Eidman 1984). However, for equipment that required more than one
person to operate (e.g., potato planter or potato harvester), the hour
per acre figure listed to operate that piece of equipment is multiplied
by the number of people used in its operation. For example, the
potato harvester requires one skilled and two unskilled laborers to
operate. The labor cost per acre of using the potato harvester is (3
laborers)*(0.76 hours per acre to operate)*(1.20)*($10.00 per hour)
=$27.36. However, recall that grains are custom combined. In the
case of grains, therefore, the custom rate of $25. 00 per hour is used
instead of being calculated in the manner described above.
The variable costs of equipment consist of the repair and
maintenance costs. In order to calculate repair and maintenance
costs, it is necessary to determine how many hours per acre the
equipment is used. The hour per acre figure for each piece of
equipment is obtained from Benson (1974) and Plissey and Hoelper
(1990). This equipment use figure is multiplied by the repair and
maintenance cost figure to determine the repair and maintenance
cost per hour for each piece of equipment (i.e., [(hours per acre
equipment used)*(list price of equipment)*(total accumulated repairs)]/[total hours of equipment lifeD (Boehlje and Eidman 1984).
The last part of the variable cost section of the crop budget is
the interest on crop investment. In order to approximate the
interest charge assessed to farmers for borrowing funds to plant and
harvest a crop, we assume that all funds necessary to plant and
harvest a crop are borrowed at planting time. Furthermore, we
assume that all funds are repaid in full four months later at an
interest rate of 11 % (compounded daily) (Farm Credit Service 1990).
Therefore, all variable costs are multiplied by the compound interest rate (0.03682061%) and added to the other variable costs to
derive total variable cost.
The fixed costs of all crops consist of ownership costs and land
costs. The land cost is the average rental rate for farmland in
Aroostook County ($60.00 per acre) (Williams 1990).
The capital recovery method of determining ownership costs is
used in the crop budgets. Using the capital recovery method, an
accurate assessment of ownership costs (i.e., capital depreciation
and interest on the remaining value of the equipment) is provided
for each crop budget. The capital recovery method uses a capital
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recovery factor to determine the amount of money required each
year to pay interest on the unrecovered capital, at a specific interest
rate (e.g., 4%), and recover the investment within a given time
frame (e.g., 15 years) (Boehlje and Eidman 1984). The annual
capital recovery charge equals:
(P - SV)*CRF + SV*I
where P is the list price of equipment, SV is the salvage value of
equipment (assumed to be 10% of list price), CRF is the capital
recovery factor (taken from Appendix Table IV of Boehlje and
Eidman 1984), and I is the real interest rate (assumed to be 4%). For
example, the annual capital recovery change for an air potato
harvester is $4,839.87
([$57,000.00 - $5,700.00]*[0.0899] + [$5,700.00]*[0.04]).

The property taxes, equipment insurance, and housing (TIH)
costs make up the remaining ownership costs. The annual TIH costs
for any equipment equals ([list price of equipment] + [salvage value
of equipment])*(0.5)*(rate). In this case, rate is the sum of the local
property tax rate (0.0246), the local insurance rate for farm equipment(0.0045), and the housing rate (0.02) (City ofPresque Isle 1990;
Farm Family Insurance Co. 1990; Boehlje and Eidman 1984). For
example, the annual TIH costs for an air potato harvester are
$1,539.29 ([$57,000 .00 + $5,700.00] * [0.5] * [0.0246 + 0.0045 + 0.02]).

Total annual ownership costs for the air potato harvester are
$6,379.16 ($4,839.87 + $1,539.29). Because ownership costs are
calculated on an annual basis and the crop budgets are calculated
on a one-acre basis, annual ownership costs are divided by the total
number of acres planted to that crop each year. Thus the per acre
ownership costs of an air potato harvester, when 100 acres are
planted to potatoes, are $63.79 ($6 ,379.16/100 acres).
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Table AI. Estimated Superior Budget, 1990

TOTAL RETURNS
U.S. #1
VARIABLE COSTS
Planting Costs
Certified Seed (G2 or G3)
Seed Treatment (Maneb 8%)
Seed Cutting
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium
Fuel (diesel @ $1.25/gal)
Lubrication (15% of fuel)
Labor (skilled)
Labor (unskilled)
Chisel 9-Shank 12' (fall)
Chisel 9-Shank 12' (spring)
Tandem Disk 12'
4 Row Planter (pick pin)
Truck (self-unload)
Truck (Fertilizer-tender)
Cultivation Costs
Fuel (diesel @ $1.25/gal)
Lubrication (15% of fuel)
Labor (skilled)
Labor (unskilled)
4 Row Ridge Cultivator
(PASSES)
Spraying Costs
Metribuzin 75%
1
Ridomil MZ-58
4
Dithane M-45
8
SUPER-TIN 4L
1
Guthion
1
Thiodan
4
Monitor
1
Diquat-Vine Kill
2
Fuel (diesel @ $1.25/gal)
Lubrication (15% of fuel)
Labor (skilled)
Labor (unskilled)
Sprayer 60' (12 times)
Harvest Costs
Fuel (diesel @ $1.25/gal)
Lubrication (15% offuel)
Labor (skilled)

Total
Cost
Per Acre

Quantity

Unit
Cost

208.00 cwt

5.85

1,216.80

2.00 cwt
0.751bs
22.00 cwt
150.00 lbs
150.001bs
150.00 lbs
1.44 hr

10.50
1.25
0.20
0.28
0.30
0.19
5.50

0.31 hr
1.42 hr
0.22hr
0.22hr
0.22hr
0.26 hr
0.26 hr
0.26 hr

10.00
10.00

231.00
20.63
4.40
42.00
45.00
28.50
7.92
1.19
3.12
14.16

0.52hr

5.50

0.00 hr
0.62 hr
0.52 hr

10.00
10.00

1.00 lbs
1.50lbs
1.50lbs
0.06 gal
0.19 gal
0.25 gal
0.22 gal
1.00 pt
0.60 hr

24.00
9.00
2.25
96.00
29.00
35.00
62.50
8.75
5.50

0.72 hr
0.00 hr
0.60 hr

10.00
10.00

2.51 hr

5.50

1.19 hr

10.00

2.86
0.43
0.00
6.24

24.00
54.00
27.00
6.00
5.44
35.00
13.67
17.50
3.30
0.50
7.20
0.00

13.81
2.07
11.88
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Appendix Budget
Labor (unskilled)
Windrower (2 row)
Air Harvester
Truck (self-unload)
Post-harvesting Costs
Fuel (diesel @ $1.25/gal)
Lubrication (15% of fuel)
Labor (skilled)
Labor (unskilled)
Rock Picker 12'
Lime (applied in the fall)
Equipment Repair & Maintenance
Tractor 100 DBHP 2wd
Chisel 9-Shank 12'
Tandem Disk 12'
4 Row Planter (pick pin)
Truck (fertilizer-tender)
Truck (self-unload 20')
4 Row Ridge Cultivator
Sprayer 60' (600 gallon)
Windrower (2 row)
Air Harvester
Rock Picker 12'
Interest on Crop Investment
(4 months @ 11%)

1.82 hr
0.23hr
0.76hr
1.52hr

10.00

18.24

0.49 hr

5.50

0.00 hr
0.59 hr
0.49 hr
0.50 tons

10.00
10.00

2.70
0.40
0.00
5.88

44.00

22.00

3.52hr
0.44 hr
0.22hr
0.26 hr
0.26 hr
1.78hr
0.52hr
O.60hr
0.23 hr
0.76 hr
0.49 hr

1.18
1.75
1.75
8.37
1.52
1.67
0.92
6.85
2.61
11.10
1.15

4.15
0.77
0.39
2.18
0.39
2.97
0.48
4.11
0.60
8.43
0.57

0.04

25.89

703.06

728.97

TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
FIXED COSTS
Ownership Costs (annual)
Tractor 100 DBHP 2wd
Chisel 9-Shank 12'
Tandem Disk 12'
4 Row Planter (pick pin)
Truck (fertilizer-tender)
Truck (self-unload 20')
4 Row Ridge Cultivator
Sprayer 60' (600 gallon)
Windrower (2 row)
Air Harvester
Rock Picker 12'

Ownership Costs (per acre)
100 acres assumed planted
Land CostlRental
TOTAL FIXED COSTS

CRF
3,396.40
764.19
764.19
1,868.02
849.10
934.01
403.32
1,528.38
1,825.56
4,839.87
806.65

TIH
1,080.20
.243.05
243.05
594.11
270.05
297.06
128.27
486.09
580.61
1,539.29
256.55

17,979.69

5,718.31

179.80

57.18

236.98
60.00
296.98

TOTAL COSTS

1,025.93

RETURNS ABOVE COSTS SHOWN

$190.89
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APPENDIXB
Crop Yields Used in Analyses
Table Bl. Yields of Superior Potatoes Used in Budgets
Previous
Crop(s)

Current
Crop

Pa P2 P l
Gl
G2 P l
Ga P 2 P l
Gel
Gc2 P l
Gea P 2 P l
Pel
Pe2 P l
Pea P 2 P l

Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po
Po

Mean Yield High Yield
(cwt/acre)
(cwt/acre)

208
258
227
208
273
242
223
290
255
235

Low Yield
(cwt/acre)

284
341
301
284
356
316
298
364
329
309

133
175
153
133
190
168
148
217
181
161

Note:All potato yields are U.S. #1 Superiors. "P" denotes potatoes, "G"
denotes any grain (oats or barley), "Gc" denotes any grain underseeded with
clover, and "Pe" denotes peas. The subscripts denote the number of years
that a given crop preceded the current (i.e., 0 signifies the current crop on
a given field, 1 denotes the crop preceding the current crop, etc.).
Table B2. Yields of Russet Burbank Potatoes Used in Budgets
Previous Crop (s)

Current Crop

Mean Yield
(cwt/acre)

Pl
P2 P l
Pa P 2 P l
Gl
G2 P l
Ga P 2 P l
GC l
GC2 P l
GCa P 2 P l
Pel
Pe2 P l
Pea P 2 P l

P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P
P0

299
299
299
309
309
309
324
324
324
297
297
297

0
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Table B3. Yields of Oats, Oats/Clover, Barley, Barley/Clover, and
Peas Used in Budgets
Previous Crop
P1
°1
P1
OC1
P1
B1
P1
Bel
P1

Current Crop

Mean Yield
(lbslacre)

°0
00
OCo
OCo
Bo
Bo
Beo
Beo
Peo

2,464
1,728
2,464
1,728
2,688
1,872
2,688
1,872
3,581

Note: One bushel of oats is 32 pounds and one bushel of barley is 48 pounds.
"P" denotes potatoes, "B" denotes barley, "Bc" denotes barley underseeded
with clover, "0" denotes oats, "Oc" denotes oats underseeded with clover,
and "Pe" denotes peas.

